1. UNSD is taking an initial step in the update of the website of the Global Working Group. From earlier discussions on this topic, ONS, UK, will be involved in linking the GWG website to the global platform.

2. INEGI, Mexico, will be asked to assist in further improving the functionality of the website.

3. UNSD is working on the following updates on the home page (ready end of this week):
   - “Background” section will be removed and goes into About us (Either at the bottom of the page or in menu bar)
   - “Background” section will be replaced by News and Blogs, which GWG needs to update on a 2-weekly cycle (coinciding with GWG bureau meeting cycle). One or two News/Blog items can be shown on the home page, and then we link to a webpage with all recent and all archived News and Blogs, which should be provided by all members of the GWG.
   - The next section on the home page would be Updates from the GWG bureau, which will have a Blurb with the latest news and then link to webpage with all meetings and documents of the GWG and the GWG bureau
   - Next will be Updates from the Task Teams, providing news and activities from the task teams and linking to the task team web pages
   - Then Calendar of Events, which should show upcoming one or two events and then link to webpage with events. This should refer to many more events, then just the Big Data conference
   - Then Big Data Project Inventory. I propose to show the latest addition on the home page.
   - Finally, we would keep our Members list on the bottom of the page.

4. All the GWG bureau members are asked for inputs on News, Blogs, Events and Projects. UNSD will take care of the Bureau info and approach task team leaders for their input.